Provider Notification Form
Fields with (*) are compulsory
Provider’s name:*____________________________

(Name under which the
company is operating/known in
Denmark)

Secondary names:*___________________________

(For example a subsidiary
company with no separate
obligation to inform)

Provider’s address:___________________________

(Complete postal address)

Postal code:_________________________________
Postal district:_______________________________
Provider’s home country______________________

(Home country of the company)

Provider’s official phone number:*

(Official phone number used by
the clients of the company)

Provider’s official fax number:*__________________
Provider’s official email address:_________________
Provider’s website:____________________________
Provider’s contact persons at superior level:________

(Head of police group and/or
legal responsible for law
compliance)

Provider’s sector: ______________________________

(Mobile phone provider, fixedline provider, internet provider,
etc.)

Service Providers:_______________________________

(Other companies operating on
the network of the provider)

Corporate form: _______________________________

(limited company/incorporated,
partnership, one-man business,
etc.)

CVR-number (company registration number): ________
CPR-number (civil registration number):_____________

General information about the contact point:________

(Field where the company can
state, among other things, if
contact has to be taken to an
established police group or just
one or more trusted colleagues,
when assistance is needed for
invasion of the secrecy of
communications.

Address of the contact point:*_____________________

(The specific address of the
person(s) who handle(s) the
police work)
(Name(s) of the person(s) who
constitute(s) the police group
and who has/have been
security-cleared).

Contact persons:*_______________________________

Phone number of the contact point:*________________
Fax number of the contact point:*__________________

(Fax number only used by
security-cleared staff).

Email for contact point:__________________________

(Special email for securitycleared staff).

Special police co-operation information: _____________

(A field where the company can
state that a preceding phone call
is required before a fax
containing a request about a
police case/fax is situated in a
public place/fax is only
consulted when known that
something will be sent from the
police, etc.)

Transferred Chapter 71-obligation to:________________

(Under contract the provider
can transport the obligations
with regards to invasion of the
secrecy of communication to
another provider. In this field it
can be stated to which provider
the obligation is transported.)

Transferred Chapter 71-obligation from:_____________

(Under contract the provider
can take over the obligations
with regards to invasion of the
secrecy of communication from
another provider. In this field it

can be stated from which
provider the obligation is taken
over.)
Date:*____________________

Signature:*__________________________
Position:*____________________

